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New M18 FUEL™ SUPER HAWG® Right-Angle Drill Delivers the Power and Speed to
Replace Corded Tools
MILWAUKEE, WI – Milwaukee Tool continues to innovate in a category they invented 70 years
ago by delivering ground-breaking performance with the introduction of the next generation of
M18 FUEL™ SUPER HAWGS® with the power and speed to replace corded right angle drills.
Designed from the ground-up with an upgraded POWERSTATE™ Brushless Motor and
optimized REDLINK PLUS™ electronics and paired the REDLITHIUM™ HIGH-OUTPUT 6.0AH
Batteries, the new M18 FUEL™ SUPER HAWG® has the power to drill 6-1/4” holes through 6”
beam at corded speed, as well delivering the run-time to complete single family home rough-ins
or the ability to rough-in multiple multi-family units on a single charge.
“When we launched our cordless SUPER HAWG® in 2015, it was the first solution of its
kind,” says Cole Conrad, VP of Product Marketing for Milwaukee Tool. “While that was a great
tool for cordless rough-in work, users still reached for their corded units when they needed more
power. Since then we have continued to advance our cordless technology, within batteries
motors, and electronics, to offer a cordless M18 FUEL™ SUPER HAWG® that provides users
with all the benefits of a completely cordless rough-in process without sacrificing speed or
runtime.” Users can work confidently knowing this tool will deliver the power to rough-in the
various sizes of holes needed on a residential or commercial jobsite.”
While the new M18 FUEL™ SUPER HAWG® looks identical to its predecessor, its
POWERSTATE™ Brushless Motor has been upgraded to deliver 30 percent more power in high

speed. The tool’s REDLINK PLUS™ Electronics have also been optimized to increase power
under load and capacity, allowing the tool to drill 6-1/4” holes through 6” beam without bogging
down. The tool also features an optimized gear ratio for increased performance and 50 percent
faster application speeds. Delivering 1550 RPM, the new tool is as fast as corded in application.
When equipped with Milwaukee’s M18™ REDLITHIUM™ HIGH OUTPUT™ XC6.0
Battery, the drill can complete more than (100) 2-9/16” holes on a single charge,* eliminating the
hassle of cords or constant switching-out of multiple battery packs, while exceeding the
performance of higher voltage solutions in the industry. The M18 FUEL™ SUPER HAWG®
delivers these increases in performance and productivity without having to sacrifice by
increasing in size or weight.
Milwaukee is committed to improving productivity by providing performance-driven and
trade-focused solutions so users can perform an entire day’s work on one battery system. The
new M18™ FUEL™ SUPER HAWG® is fully compatible with the entire M18™ line, now offering
more than 180 power tool products, and is a true testament to Milwaukee’s focus on investing in
game-changing technology that truly delivers breakthrough solutions for users.

*In 2X dimensional lumber with a self-feed bit
**M18 FUEL™ is engineered for the most demanding tradesmen in the world. Delivering
unrivaled performance, all M18 FUEL™ products feature three Milwaukee®-exclusive
innovations—The POWERSTATE™ Brushless Motor, REDLITHIUM™ Battery Pack and
REDLINK PLUS™ Intelligence Hardware and Software—that deliver unmatched power, runtime and durability on the jobsite. Simply put, M18 FUEL™ tools are the most powerful 18V
cordless tools in their class.
Specifications
M18 FUEL™ SUPER HAWG® ½” Right Angle Drill Kit (2809-22)
• Low Speed: 0-450 RPM / High Speed: 0-1550 RPM
• Mechanical Clutch in Low Speed
• ½” All-Metal Keyed Chuck
• On-Board Chuck Key Holder
• 14 lbs (with battery)

Includes M18 FUEL™ SUPER HAWG®, (2) M18™ REDLITHIUM™ HIGH OUTPUT™ XC6.0
Battery Packs, (1) M12™ & M18™ Multi-Voltage Rapid Charger, Side Handle & Contractor
Bag
*Also available as a bare tool (2809-20)
M18 FUEL™ SUPER HAWG® 7/16” Right Angle Drill w/ QUIK-LOK™ Kit (2811-22)
• Low Speed: 0-450 RPM / High Speed: 0-1550 RPM
• Mechanical Clutch in Low Speed
• 7/16” QUIK-LOK™ Chuck
• 13.5 lbs (with battery)
▪ Includes M18 FUEL™ SUPER HAWG® w/ QUIK-LOK™, (2) M18™ REDLITHIUM™
HIGH OUTPUT™ XC6.0 Battery Packs, Extended Capacity Battery Packs, (1) M12™
& M18™ Multi-Voltage Rapid Charger, Side Handle & Contractor Bag
*Also available as a bare tool (2811-20)
About Milwaukee Tool
Milwaukee Tool, founded in 1924, is a global leader in delivering innovative solutions to the
professional construction trades that offer increased productivity and unmatched durability.
Whether it is through their world-leading M12™ and M18™ cordless systems, the groundbreaking performance of their M12 and M18 FUEL™ products, jobsite lighting, time-saving
accessories, or innovative hand tool and storage products, Milwaukee is dedicated to delivering
a steady stream of advanced, trade-specific solutions. Milwaukee Tool is a Brookfield,
Wisconsin-based subsidiary of Techtronic Industries Co. Ltd. (TTI) (HKEx stock code: 669, ADR
symbol: TTNDY). For more information on the full line of Milwaukee® products, please call 1800-SAWDUST or visit www.milwaukeetool.com.

